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Abstract-In this paper, we propose a parallel iterative method for calculating the extreme 
eigenpair (the largest or smallest eigenvalue and corresponding eigenvector) of a large symmetric 
tridiagonal matrix. It is based upon a divide and repeated, rank-one modification technique. The 
rank-one modification with a parameter only changes one diagonal element of each submatrix. We 
present a basic theory for subdividing the extremal eigenpair problem and then prove several conver- 
gence theorems that show the convergence of the iteration scheme for any positive initial modification 
parameter and the asymptotical quadratic convergence rate. Some numerical experiments are given, 
which show the efficiency of the parallel algorithm. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The symmetric eigenvalue problem has been discussed sufficiently. Many reliable methods have 
been obtained for solving the problem. The standard method is first to reduce a symmetric 
matrix A into tridiagonal form T by using a sequence of Householder transformations, and then to 
solve the corresponding eigenproblem of T. Two kinds of methods are usually used for solving the 
symmetric tridiagonal eigenvalue problem on an uniprocessor. One is the combination of bisection 
and inverse iteration for the partial eigenvalue problem. Another method is the QR (or QL) 
algorithm which is more effective [l]. With the appearance and development, of parallel computers, 
some algorithms for multiprocessors have been designed to solve the symmetric eigenproblem. 
One such is the full parallel algorithm proposed by Dongarra and Sorensen [2]. This algorithm 
is based upon a divide and conquer scheme suggested by Cuppen [3] for solving the symmetric 
tridiagonal eigensystem. Lo, Philippe and Sameh [4] provided a multiprocessor algorithm for 
finding few or all eigenvalues and the corresponding eigenvectors of a symmetric tridiagonal matrix 
using isolation, extraction-inverse iteration and partial orthogonalization techniques. However, 
these parallel algorithms may be not economical for computing only one eigenpair. 
This paper deals with determining the extreme eigenpair (the largest or smallest eigenvalue and 
corresponding eigenvector) of a large symmetric tridiagonal matrix. We will propose a parallel 
iterative method to solve the extreme eigenpair problem. The new method is based upon a divide 
and repeated rank-one modification technique and the rank-one modification with a parameter 
only changes one diagonal element of each submatrix. This iteration is always convergent for any 
initial positive parameter and has asymptotically quadratic convergence rate. 
This work was supported in part by the National Natural Science Foundation of China and by China State Major 
Key Project for Basic Researches. 
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An extreme property of symmetric tridiagonal matrices dealing with the iterative method is 
considered in Section 2. We establish, in Section 3, our basic theory for subdividing the extreme 
eigenpair problem, i.e., dividing the large eigenproblem into two independent subproblems of 
smaller tridiagonal matrices, each of which is rank-one modification of the relative submatrix of 
the original matrix. It is shown that if the extreme eigenpairs for each modified submatrix with 
a certain parameter are equal, then they are the extreme eigenvalue of the large matrix, and the 
eigenvector of the large matrix is a simple combination of the eigenvectors of the submatrices. We 
prove the existence and uniqueness of this parameter which is positive. An iterative technique 
for determining the parameter is developed in Section 4. The iteration produces a positive, 
parameter sequence using the first and second derivatives of the extreme eigenvalues of each 
modified submatrix with known parameters. The convergence analyses about the iterative scheme 
are given in Section 5. We prove that the iterative scheme converges for any positive initial 
value and has asymptotically quadratic convergence rate. As is well known, a good initial value 
is important for an iteration. In Section 6, we offer a suggestion based upon the Gershgorin 
disk about choosing the initial value. The parallel algorithm presented in this paper needs the 
extreme eigenpairs of the submatrices with initial modifications. One can use the parallel scheme 
to determine the initial eigenpairs. In Section 7, we will present implementation details and give 
some numerical examples that demonstrate the efficiency of the algorithm. 
2. EXTREME PROPERTY 
Symmetric tridiagonal matrices have many extreme properties, most of which can be found 
in [5]. In this section, we consider only one property dealing with the extreme eigenpair. 
Let T be an n x n symmetric tridiagonal matrix. It is well-known that there exists an orthogonal 
diagonal matrix D such that all the subdiagonal elements of the matrix DADT are positive. We 
can choose a sufficiently large real number (T such that the matrix T = DADT + aI is a positive 
definite nonnegative matrix. So if X is the largest eigenvalue of T and z is the corresponding 
eigenvector, then X + (T is the spectral radius and the largest eigenvalue of T, and Dz is the 
corresponding eigenvector. By the well known Perron-F’robenius Theorem about nonnegative 
matrices [6], the components of Dz have the same sign. With this the following theorem can be 
easily proven. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let T = [&_l, cxi, Pi] b e an irreducible symmetrix tridiagonal matrix of order n 
with CQ and pi as the diagonal and subdiagonal elements, respectively. Let (X, z) be an eigenpair 
of T and I = (~1, ~2,. . . , z,)~. Then 
(i) X is the largest eigenvalue of T if and only if 
PiWi+1 > 0, i=1,2,...,n-1; 
(ii) X is the smallest eigenvalue of T if and only if 
PiziG+ < 0, i=1,2 ,...) n-l. 
We always assume that T is an irreducible symmetric tridiagonal matrix of order n. 
3. DIVIDE THEORY 
The crux of the method is to divide a given problem into two smaller subproblems. To do this, 
we partition T as 
TI 
T= / 
k---H 
, P=Pk- 
T2 
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Let (X’, z*) be the largest eigenpair of T. Partition Z* = (Zig, Y*=)~ conformally to T. We 
denote z and u as the first component and the last component of vector u, respectively. According 
to Theorem 2.1, $ and jj* are not zero. 
The equation TE* = A*z* implies that 
TIX* + @j*eer, = X*x*, 
T2y* + &*ek = X*y*, 
where ek is the k-dimensional normalized vector: ek = (0,. . . ,0, l)T, and ei is the (n - Ic)- 
dimensional normalized vector: ei = (1, 0, . . . , O)T. 
Denote a* = m/g*. Then the equations above can be written as 
(TI + a*ekel) 2* = X*2*, 
Tz + EeleT 
a* 
y* = X’y”. 
(3.1) 
Let us denote Tl(a) and Tz(a) with the parameter a as follows: 
2 
Tl(a) = TI + aeke:, Tz(a) = TZ + %eieT. 
Our basic theorem is as follows. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let (A”, z*) be the largest eigenpair of T. Then there exists one and only one 
positive parameter a* > 0 for any positive integer k E (1, n) such that the following are true. 
(i) The largest eigenvalues of Tl(a*) and Tz(a*) are equal and they are the largest eigenvalue, 
A’, ofT. 
(ii) The eigenvalue z* is given by 
z* = c(fiS, a*2yT)T, 
where x and y are the eigenvectors corresponding to the largest eigenvalues of Tl (a*) and 
Tz(a*), respectively. 
PROOF. The existence proof is simple. We have shown that if Z* is partitioned as z* = 
(z*T, y*T)T and take a* = ,0$/c*, then a* > 0 and (X’, x*) and (X’, y*) are the eigen- 
values of Tl(a*) and Tz(a*), respectively. With Theorem 2.1, it is easy to prove that X* is the 
largest eigenvalue of Tl(a*) and of Tz(a*) and (ii) is true. 
To prove uniqueness, let us denote (x(a), x(a)) and (p(a), y(a)) as the largest eigenpairs of 
Tl (a) and of Tz (a), respectively. We only need to prove that the positive solutions of the following 
equation 
x(a) = p(a) (3.2) 
are unique. 
It easily follows that A(s) and p(a) are strictly monotone increasing and strictly monotone 
decreasing in a E (0, +oo), respectively (see Lemma 4.1). By Gerschgorin’s theorem [7], we have 
that 
,lyoX(a) = A, 
,&yop(a) = +oo. 
Thus, there exists an unique scalar a = a* such that (3.2) holds. I 
Now we face a problem: how do we determine the positive parameter a*? Theorem 3.1 indicates 
that a* is the unique positive solution of the equation (3.2). In the next section, we will propose 
an iterative method to solve this problem. 
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4. BASIC PARALLEL METHOD 
We have pointed out that the largest eigenvalue of T is the intersection point of the two 
curves X(a) and p(a) in the right half-plane. Therefore, it is reasonable to expect that if we 
have a positive approximate value ae of a*, we may find a better approximate value using some 
interpolation method. For example, one can design such a scheme using the tangent lines of A(a) 
and ~(a). This is the Newton iterative method. 
However, Newton iteration needs a good initial value. Some numerical examples have shown 
that the Newton iterative algorithm with a positive initial value for solving the equation (3.2) 
did not converge to a*. 
To propose an effective iterative method to solve equation (3.2), we first characterize the 
functions X(a) and ~(a). 
LEMMA 4.1. The functions A(a) and ~(a) have the following differentiable properties: 
z”(o) 
A’(o) = _’ 
p’@) = _PZ;jio 
a2 llv(a)l12 ’ 
A”(a) = 2(~‘(a))~(X(a)l- Tl(a)) & > 0, 
~“(a) = +‘(a) + ~(Y'W)~(PW -,,a,)&, 
where ]I ]I denotes the Euclidian norm of vector. 
PROOF. Obviously, TI(u) and Tz(a) are irreducible for any nonzero parameter a. So A(a) and 
~(a) are analytic whenever a # 0 [7]. Differentiating the equation 
(X(a)1 - Tl(a))x(a) = 0 
we have 
(X(a)1 - T~(a))x’(a) + (X’(a)1 - ekef)x(a) = 0, 
(X(a)1 - T~(a))z”(a) + 2(X’(a)l- ekez)x!(a) + A”(a)x(a) = 0. 
Hence, 
A’(a)llx(a)l12 - ~~(a) = sT(a)(X’(a)l - +$)x(a) 
= -xT(a)(X(a)l - T~(a))x’(a) = 0, 
and 
x”(a)]]+)]]2 = X”(a)xT(a)z(a) 
= -xT(a) 
( 
(X(a)1 - Tl(a))x”(a) + 2(X’(a)I - eke: x’(a) 
) > 
= -2zT(a) (X’(a)1 - ekeT)z’(a) 
= 2(~‘(a))~(X(a)l- T~(a))x’(a). 
So X”(a) is nonnegative. Now we only need to show 
(~‘(o))~(A(a)1- Ti(u))s’(o) # 0. 
It is easy to see that (~‘(a))~(X(a)l - Tl(a))x’(a) = 0 implies (A(a)1 - Tl(a))x’(a) = 0. With 
this we have 
X’(o)44 = g(u)ek, 
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provided A”(a) = 0. This shows Z(a) = 0 (Ic > 1). It contradicts Theorem 2.1. Hence, A”(a) > 0 
holds. The proof about $(a) and ~“(a) is similar and omitted here. I 
Lemma 4.1 shows that A(a) is monotone increasing and lower convex. Indeed, we have 0 < 
A’(a) < 1. So the tangent line 
x0(a) = J+o) + JQ(ao)(a - ao) 
of A(u) is a good approximation curve. We define the rational function &a) by 
Consider the algebraic equation 
PO(U) = X0(a). (4.1) 
It, is easy to show that the the equation (4.1) has two solutions and that the bigger one, al, is 
positive. Moreover, al is given by 
a1 = f(ao). 
Here, the function f(a) is defined by 
f(u) = u + b’(u) + &w4)2 + 4a(a)x’(“) 
2X(u) 
with 6(u) = u(p(u) - X(u)). G enerally, the following iterative scheme 
q+1 = f(Uj) (4.2) 
produces a positive sequence {uj} if the initial value a0 is positive. We will prove that the 
sequence {uj} converges to the positive solution u* of (3.2). 
Here, we present, the basic parallel iterative method for finding the largest eigenpair of T. 
ALGORITHM 4.2. 
1. Take the initial value a,-, > 0. 
2. Forj=O,1,2 ,... 
2.1. Compute the largest eigenpairs (X(aj), Z(aj)) and (p(aj), y(aj)) of Tl(aj) ad 
Tz(aj)* 
2.2. If (p(q) - A( < E then go to Step 3, else 
2.3. Compute the new approximate value aj+l by (4.2). 
3. Define the approximate eigenpair (A’, z*) by 
REMARK. Although the components of the extreme eigenvector can be arbitrarily close to zero, 
it could be proven that the positive solution u* of equation (3.2) has an upper bound and a 
positive lower bound by (3.1) and the Gershgorin theorem, i.e., 
f < m={X’ + IPk+ll -a-l, k+~s~sn{uj + IPj-11) + IPk+ll -%+I}, 
with &, = 0, = 0, which implies that 
‘* < l~f&{“j + Ipj-11) + Iok-11 -ah -_ 
$ < l~j~n{uj + Iflj-11) + l@k+l( - @+I. -_ 
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5. CONVERGENCE THEOREM 
In this section, we consider the convergence of the iteration (4.2). Generally, the iterative 
sequence {aj} is not monotone and the operator f(u) - a* has no contraction. However, the 
solution a* “ attracts” the iteration terms aj in some sense. In fact, for any a > 0 
x(a) + x’(a)(f(a> - a) = cl(a) + w’(a) (f(a) - a)lfM 
cl(a) - x(a) = (x’(a) - w’kOlf(4) (f(a) - a>. 
So we have 
(f(a) - a)(,* - a) > 0 
because (p(a) - A(a))(a* - a) > 0 whenever a # a*. 
Now let us define xj(a) and pj(u) the approximate functions at aj by 
Xj(a) = A(Uj) + A’(Uj)(U - Uj), 
PjCa) = /daj) + aj(a - aj)$(aj)/a- 
(5.1) 
(5.2) 
(5.3) 
Then we have 
Xj(%+l) = &(aj+l). 
Our convergence theorem is as follows. 
THEOREM 5.1. The sequence {aj} defined by (4.2) converges to a* for any positive initial 
value ao. 
PROOF. The proof combines with three parts below. 
First, we prove that {Xj(aj+l)} is convergent. As we have shown in Lemma 4.1, the functions 
x(a) and p(a) are strictly lower convex. Hence for j = 0, 1,2,. . . 
xj(a) 5 X(a), i+(a) I 44. (5.4 
So, we have 
Xj(aj+l)=/Jj(aj+l) L min{x(aj+l), P(aj+l)} I A*. 
On the other hand, if aj < aj+l, then by (5.4) 
Xj(aj+l)=Pj(aj+l) 2 Pj(aj) =P(aj) 2 Pj-l(aj) =xj-l(aj) 
because pj(a) is decreasing, and if aj+l 5 aj, then 
Xj(aj+l)l Xj(aj)= x(aj) 2 xj-l(aj) 
because x(aj) is increasing. Thus, the sequence {Xj(aj+l)} is boundary and increasing. This 
shows that {Xj(aj+l)} is convergent. 
Second, we prove that {aj} is a bounded sequence. In fact, if there exists positive integer m 
such that a, 2 a*, then for j > m 
/.J(aj) 2 Pj-l(aj)=Xj-l(aj) 2 &n(%n-1) =Pm(%n-1) 
lmin{L(~m), h(h)} 1 min{X(h), k4h)} =cL(~. 
The monotonicity of p(a) implies that aj s a,. We can also prove that aj 1 a, for j > m if 
there exists a,,, I a*. So there exist two constants b and c such that for all j 
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This implies that 
Y(aJ 2 X’(b) > 0; j = 0,l) 2, . . # .
Finally, because of the boundedness, {oj} has a convergent subsequence (aj&}: 
iiilajk = a+ > 0. (5.5) 
In the first part, we have shown that p(aj) or A(aj) E (Xj_l(aj), Xj(aj+l)). So with (5.2) and 
(5.3), we have 
If(aj) - ajl = laj+l - ajJ 5 max 
1 
- 
&) ) b~;c~l 
- 
>
(Xj(aj+l> - Xj-l(aj>). 
This shows, by (5.5) and the continuity of f(a), that 
f(a+) = a+. 
It indicates that 
Va+) = cl@+). 
So a+ = a* by the uniqueness. I 
Obviously, aj + a* as j + 00 if and only if p(oj) - A(aj) --tOasj+oo. Notethatforanyj 
min{A(aj), p(aj)} 5 A* I max(A(aj), Ir(aj)}. (5.6) 
It is reasonable to measure the convergence by p(aj) - X(aj) + 0. We shall take the speed of 
p(aj) - X(aj) tending towards zero as the convergence rate of (4.2). For simplicity, we denote 
X(aj) and p(aj) by Xj and ,aj, respectively. 
THEOREM 5.2. The iterative scheme (4.2) has asymptotically quadratic convergence: 
pj+l - Xj+l = O((cLj - xj>“). 
PROOF. Let 8 = f(a), d = p(a) - A(a) and d^ = p(h) - A(&). Denoting the gap between a and 8 
by w, we have 
w=a-2L= &&j” 
where 6’ and X’ are the short notations of #(a) and X’(a), respectively. According to the pertur- 
bation theorem of eigenvalues of Hermitian matrices [7], we get 
d = d + ~6’ + O(w2), 
where d’ = p’(a) - x’(a), and 
6’ + 2aX’ - JFjG3F 
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It is easy to show that there exists a small number EO E (0, a*) such that 
I/J(a) - A(a)I I f (X’(o) - p’(a)) 
holds whenever \a - a*\ 5 ~0. In this case, 
&FJFzW - 6’ > -6’ = a(X’(a) - p’(a)) + X(a) - /J(a) 
2 ; (X’(u) - P’(U)) 
> i(u - Ec) min{X’(u*), -pl(a*)} > 0. 
Hence, d^ = 0(d2) holds at least. This proves the quadratic convergence. 
6. INITIAL VALUE 
I 
As is well known, the convergence behavior of an iterative algorithm is affected by the initial 
value. A good initial value is beneficial to saving operations. In this section, we propose a 
suggestion for choosing the initial value ue of the scheme (4.2). 
Let us denote the largest diagonal element, the largest right extreme value of all the Gershgorin 
disks and the largest midpoint value of the disks of the matrix t by z(T), s(T), and r(T), 
respectively: 
z(T) = max 
{ 
oi 
s(T) = max 
1 
or 
r(T) = msx 
{ 
c~i 
We suggest choosing the 
llisn, 
1 
+ IAl, % + IA-II, cyi + IPi-11 f IPil 1 2 I i I n - 1}, 
+ ;IPIl, an + $L11, ai + ;(I&11 + l&l) 1 2 I i 5 n - l}. 
initial value uc by 
ae = r(T) - Qk, or by (6.1) 
ue = 6 
r(T) - WC+1 ’ 
(6.2) 
such that 
hold. It 
Some 
Tci) are 
.~(TI(~o)) I s(Tdao)) and @‘z(ao)) I s(Tl(ao)) 
is easy to see that such an a0 is existent and positive. 
numerical examples about the choice of ue are listed in Table 6.1, where the matrices 
taken as 
and k = 2. 
Table 6.1. Initial modification parameters. 
matrices a* a0 chosen by 
T(‘) 0.123848 . . 0.111111 . (6.2) 
‘J-0) 4.314969 . . . 4.5 (6.1) 
T(3) 2.478278 . . 2.5 (6.1) 
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7. IMPLEMENTATION AND NUMERICAL EXPERIMENTS 
As we have pointed out, Algorithm 4.2 is only a basic method. Some details are worth discussing 
further. We shall begin by describing the partitioning phase. 
First, we partition T as 
TI 
T= / 
H-1 
T2 
and choose the initial parameter ae (for T) by (6.1) or (6.2) at the first level. When the largest 
eigenpairs of the modified upper submatrix Tl (uo) = TI + aoekez and the modified lower subma- 
trix T2(ao> = T2+(/3$ a 01 eler have been got, we start the iteration for Algorithm 4.2 to compute 
the largest eigenpair of T. The necessary largest eigenvalues of Tl(uj) and Tz(aj) are calculated 
by QL algorithm with Newton’s shift and inverse iteration (QLNII). The known eigenvalues can 
be used to determine the initial Newton-shift c?’ (Tl(uj)) or gy’ (Tz(aj)). For example, we take 
for i = 1,2 
oj’)(T(aj)) = min{s(llj(ao)), w + aj + IP,GII, hax(T’.(4) 1 m <j, Urn > Uj 
> 
as the initial shift for the largest eigenpair problem of Ti(uj), where s(T) is defined in Section 6. 
The largest eigenpair of Tl(uo) and Ts(uo) are not calculated by QLNII. To calculate the largest 
eigenpairs of Ti(ue) and TV, we partition TI(UO) and TV again as 
TV = (s) and TzCud = (x-) 
^ 
TIZ = 7’12 + ww$2, ?21 = T21+ (P~/deleT, k2 =k-kl 
where Til and Ti2 for i = 1,2 are the upper submatrix and the lower submatrix of TI , respectively, 
and choose the 2-level parameters bc (for TI (a~)) and cc (for Tz(uc)). Then we use Algorithm 4.2 
with the initial values bc and cc to solve the largest eigenpair problems of Tl(uo) and Tl(uo) in 
same times. Of course, the largest eigenpairs of the modified submatrices Tl1 + boeklecl and 
5$i + (@,/bc)eieT should be determined before starting Algorithm 4.2 for Tl(uo). So does it for 
Tz(ac). 
The process above can be applied recursively till the matrix T is partitioned as a block matrix 
with low order submatrices in problems of the smallest submatrices are computed parallelly by 
using the QL and inverse iteration. 
Thus, the phase mentioned above amounts to constructing a binary tree. Each node of the tree 
represents a partition. A tree of height three represents a dividing of the original problem into 
eight smaller extreme eigenpair subproblems. The leaves of a node each define independently 
extreme subproblems with repeated rank-one modification, These subproblems are solved using 
the subdivide technique for the initial parameter, a0 at first level, be or cc at second level and so on, 
and the QL algorithm and inverse iteration for other parameters in the same level. The results 
from upper submatrix and lower submatrix are used to obtain a new modification parameter 
value. As soon as the extreme eigenvalues of the two submatrices are equal, the results of the 
two subproblems are ready to be joined to form the extreme eigenpair of a larger problem with 
its initial rank-one modification. 
In the rest of this paper, we present some numerical experiments to show the efficiency of our 
algorithm for the largest eigenpair problem. All computations are done on ALR-80486 in double 
precision. Table 7.1 shows that the iteration numbers of the parallel algorithm are small. 
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Table 7.1. Iteration numbers. 
level 7 3334 4444 4444 4444 
4444 4444 4444 4454 
3444 4444 4444 4444 
4444 4445 4444 4554 
6 4444 4445 4445 4555 
4444 4445 4445 4554 
1 299 
I 10 
Test matrices: T = [1,2, l] of order 512. 
m = 4: the order of the smallest submatrices. I 
We compare the time of the parallel algorithm (PISEP) with the time needed by the combi- 
nation of QL algorithm with Newton’s shift and the inverse iteration (QLNII). In Table 7.2, we 
give total run-times of PISEP or QLNII. It shows that PISEP is faster than QLNII even as a 
sequential algorithm in some times. 
In Table 7.3, we give the error results for the largest eigenpair problem of test matrix T = 
[l, 2, l]. The largest eigenpair (A’, z*) of T can be expressed below: 
x* = 2 
( 
1 + cm *)Y G=/zsin&; i=l,...,n. 
Table 7.2. Time (seconds). 
n m=4 8 
PISEP QLNIIQ 
16 32 64 128 256 
64 0.22 0.16 0.11 0.11 
128 0.55 0.50 0.39 0.27 
256 1.59 1.37 1.20 0.99 
512 4.06 3.78 3.46 3.02 
1024 11.26 10.60 9.94 9.17 
0.27 
0.77 
2.64 
8.46 
0.71 
1.92 
7.63 
1.92 
5.94 
0.22 
0.28 
0.55 
1.21 
overflow 
I Test matrices T = [pi, ai, fli+l] : al = 3.5, (I,, = 2.5, CY~ = 2(1 < i < n), pi = l(1 <i 5 n). I 
Table 7.3. Errors. 
N ]A’ - A] llz’ - 412 ll(T - ~~)42 
PISEP QLNII PISEP QLNII PISEP QLNII 
64 3.4e-16 l.le-16 8.8e-15 1.5e-15 4.3e-16 2.1~~16 
128 1.6e-16 1.6e-16 2.4e-14 8.8e-16 6.Oe-16 2.3e-16 
256 3.3e17 3.3e-17 3.7e-14 1.5e-14 2.4e-16 1.9e-16 
512 8.le17 8.1~~17 3.7e-13 4.2e-14 5.4~~16 1.8e-16 
1024 2.8e-16 1.3e-16 1.5e-11 1.4e-13 1.8e-15 2.le-16 
I Test matrices: T = [1,2,1] of order n; m = 4. I 
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